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School Programs at CAM
Cameron Art Museum (CAM) has worked with teachers, students, and educators in southeastern North Carolina for
over fifty-six years and is committed to supporting the work being done in the classroom through interactive field trips
and professional development opportunities for teachers. Use this guide to learn more about our framework for learning,
approaches to visual literacy, and how a gallery experience connects with your classroom curriculum.

Our Approach
At CAM, we believe that the arts are essential in developing critical thinking skills, learning how to communicate,
appreciating different cultures, understanding history, and celebrating our shared humanity. We promote visual literacy
by using Visual Thinking Strategies methodology, helping students develop the ability to look closely in making inferences
about the meaning of works of art. Your students will build skills and connect with standard. CAM’s Pre-K through 12
experiences support North Carolina’s Standard Course of Study in one or more of the following core curricula: Arts
Education, English Language Arts, Social Studies, Science, and Mathematics. Tours foster the development of 21st century
learning skills including critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity. Tours are interactive by design,
encouraging students to be active participants in the learning process by asking questions and thinking deeply about and
responding to the art on display. During these tours, students make connections between history, language arts, science,
math, and the visual arts.
CAM offers a variety of gallery experiences for Pre-K through 12 students:

Self-guided visits
allow students to
explore on their
own. Prepare for
your visit with one
of our Lesson Plan
Booklets!

Virtual Art + brings
a hands-on activity
to your classroom,
connected to one
of our exhibitions.

Docent led tours in
our galleries
provide engaging,
inquiry-based
experiences.

Experience a
virtual tour of our
exhibitions in your
classroom with our
museum educators.
This tour aligns
with one of our
curriculum based
lesson plans.

What to Expect
We recognize that people learn differently. Our work
is grounded in Howard Gardner’s theory of multiple
intelligences, and we engage students through a range
of learning strategies, including open-ended and guided
questions, conversation, small group activities, and
hands-on art creation.
Our docents are specially trained. Our team of docents
have been trained by education staff to work with
students grades Pre-K through 12 using Visual Thinking
Strategy techniques.
We work closely with you. Our education staff is
available to talk with you about enhancing your
curriculum and deepening your students’ learning with
programs that are tailored to your needs.

CAM’s Framework
for Learning
CAM’s framework for teaching visual literacy skills can help students develop the vocabulary necessary for processing and
discussing visual information. Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS) is an inquiry-based teaching method created by cognitive
psychologist Abigail House and museum educator Philip Yenawine.
The official VTS website, vtshome.org, describes how art is imperative: Art is the essential first discussion topic because it
enables students to use existing visual and cognitive skills to develop confidence and experience, learning to use what they
already know to figure out what they don’t; they are then prepared to explore other complex subject matter alone and with
peers.
The main aspects of VTS teaching practice includes three key inquiries:
1. What’s going on in this picture?
2. What do you see that makes you say that?
3. What more can we find?

Arts Education = Success in School

3

times more
likely to win an
award for school
attendance

4

times more likely
to be recognized
for academic
achievement

A Student
involved in
the arts is

3

times more likely
to be elected to
class office

4

times more likely
to participate
in the math and
science fair

Students with access to the arts have historically earned higher grade point averages and scored higher on the SAT than
students without arts education. These gains hold true regardless of socio-economic status, which means that where atrisk students are getting arts education, it is helping to close the achievement gap.
In 2020-2021, CAM launched a VTS-based course with UNCW students to explore the relationship between art, health, and
the community. Students developed thesis ideas using art for communication and healing with diverse populations, as well
as arts integration in various K-12 settings.

Resources for Educators
Throughout the year, CAM provides professional development workshops and special educator nights at the museum to
demonstrate how to use the museum to enhance the work being done in the classroom.

Educators Night
Happy Hour is on us! Spend a fun and relaxing evening at CAM with free
admission during an exclusive event for educators. Explore the museum and new
exhibitions with guided tours and enjoy complimentary light bites and drink,
cash bar, special tapas menu, live music, and more! Educators Night will provide
information and materials about tours, workshops, lesson plans, and other free
resources for area educators. All educators and administrators (all ages, all
disciplines) are welcome and encouraged to attend and explore fun ways to
bring art into your classroom

Teacher Professional
Development Workshops
Kennedy Center Partners in Education with New Hanover County Schools and
UNC Wilmington Office of the Arts brings CAM’s Closing the Gap Through Art
Integration workshops. These workshops are designed to teach educators how
to use the arts to teach core curriculum and help close the achievement gap
through active learning strategies that engage all learners. These workshops
are offered free to all educators in Bladen, Brunswick, Columbus, Duplin,
New Hanover, Onslow, Pender, and Sampson countries and result in CEU’s for
participating teachers.

Closing the Gap:
Online & Evening Sessions
Research shows that there are seven different learning styles: visual-spatial,
bodily-kinesthetic, auditory-musical, social-interpersonal, solitary-intrapersonal,
verbal-linguistic, and logical-mathematical. Experience a self-paced introduction
to the definition of arts integration with an introductory unit online. Then join us
for one of our evening sessions for experiential collaborative learning experiences
led by regional and national teaching artists. CEU credits offered with county
approval for each session. Check our website for the updated schedule of
teaching artists and meeting times.

To be added to our mailing list to receive information about specific dates for educator’s nights and professional
development opportunities, please email education@cameronartmuseum.org

Resources for Educators
Lesson Plan Booklets
Our Lesson Plan Booklets offer a broad collection of activities that favor readily available materials. The lessons can be easily
adapted to suit various grade levels. Each lesson includes follow-up projects for deeper exploration of the artist or content
areas.

Virtual Exhibitions
Virtual Exhibitions on CAM’s website gives students lots to explore. There are eight exhibitions in total - from Elizabeth
Bradford’s stunning paintings of the natural world to the photography of Phil Freelon, architect of record for the Smithsonian
Natural Museum of History and Culture. To view, visit our Exhibitions page on CameronArtMuseum.org.

Video Collection of Artist Interviews
Use our video collection of artist interviews for background on the artists as well as discussions on current events.
Conversations with artists and curators are available on our YouTube channel (@Cameron Art Museum). Your students can
watch these conversations anytime, from a conversation with the USCT Public Sculpture artist Stephen Hayes to a conversation
with internationally recognized artist Audrey Flack. There is also a conversation with Dakin Hart, Senior Curator of the Noguchi
Museum in Long Island City, New York, and with Carla Hanzal, the curator of the Elizabeth Bradford exhibition. Archives of
our Art and Social Justice series are also be available on our YouTube channel. Art and Social Justice Conversations feature
interviews with contemporary artists on their work and issues of race and racism. There are four artists featured in the series:
Stephen Hayes, Beverly McIver, Willie Cole, and Greyson Davis.
Durham-born artist Stephen Hayes, is the Brock Family Visiting Instructor in Studio Arts in the Department of Art, Art
History and Visual Studies at Duke University. Hayes’s work has been featured at the National Cathedral, Winston Salem State
University, Duke University, CAM Raleigh, Rosa Parks Museum, African American Museum of Philadelphia, and Harvey B. Gantt
Center, among others. He is the recipient of the 2019 North Carolina Arts Council Emerging Artist Award.
Greensboro-born artist Beverly McIver is widely acknowledged as a significant presence in contemporary American art
and has charted a new direction as an African American woman artist. She is committed to producing art that consistently
examines racial, gender, social and occupational identity. McIver is currently the Ebenshade Professor of the Practice in Studio
Arts At Duke University. A career survey of the artist’s work begins at the Scottsdale Museum of Contemporary Art in 2022,
before touring the country.
Willie Cole (American, b. 1955) grew up in Newark, New Jersey but traces his father’s family to Brunswick and Columbus
counties. He attended the Boston University School of Fine Arts, received his Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the School
of Visual Arts in New York in 1976, and continued his studies at the Art Students League of New York from 1976 to 1979. He is
the recipient of many awards, including the 2006 Winner of the David C. Driskell Prize, the first national award to honor and
celebrate contributions to the field of African-American art and art history.
Greyson Davis, better known in the art community as “HP Fangs” is a Wilmington based illustrator. Marked by nostalgic
themes, vibrant colors, and bold and loose lines, it’s not hard to see that his work has been heavily influenced by 80’s & 90’s
pop culture. Even more distinct, is the playfully infectious, giant four toothed smile that’s depicted in almost all of his work.
That smile is the hallmark of this former social worker turned middle school art teacher. Not only in his work, but also in his
everyday life, “Fangs” is constant champion of positive energy and social involvement, challenging the viewers to “smile
and destroy” anything that seeks to bring about negativity. Throughout his career, he’s illustrated several children’s books,
worked on large community murals, billboard designs, and most recently he was the art director (as well as contributor) to
Wilmington’s giant, 10 x 130ft “End Racism Now” art installation.

Battle of Forks Road Documentary
Teach your students about the story of the United States Colored Troops who fought in the Civil War and were victorious in the
Battle of Forks Road, which led to the fall of Wilmington. This skirmish took place where the museum is now and is important
to the history of the Cape Fear Region. Cameron Art Museum received an NC Humanities Grant for this short film directed by
Adam Alphin and produced and written by Heather Wilson. View the documentary on our YouTube channel
(@Cameron Art Museum).

School Tour Information
Customize Your Classroom Experience
School Tours
Enhance your curriculum and deepen your students’ learning with curriculum-based experiences that are tailored to
the specific needs of each class. Coordinate a virtual pre-visit to explore relevant topics to achieve learning goals and
build visual literacy skills. Our school tours are informed by the North Carolina Standard Course of Study. We strive to
incorporate visual literacy, contextual relevancy, and critical response into your students’ visit.
We can accommodate groups of 30 at a time. Reservation requests must be made at least two weeks in advance of the
requested date. We request that you bring 1 chaperone per 5 students for Kindergarten and below and 1 chaperone per 10
students for 1st through 12th.

Pre-K and Elementary: $5 per student
Middle, High School, and College: $10 per student
Includes tax

Virtual Classroom Visits
Students can experience an interactive tour that will deepen their understanding of art and its relevancy for history, culture,
communication, and self-expression. Your experience begins with a video introduction to our museum and our exhibitions,
followed by a virtual tour in real time. Tours can be customized for your classroom for lessons in all content areas. Make a
reservation online at least two weeks in advance of the requested date.

Children ages 17 and under: $5 per student
College and adults, ages 17 and up: $10 per student
Includes tax

Tour & Art Activity
Following a guided tour, you can enhance the museum experience through exhibition-inspired, hands-on activities. The
museum will be happy to work with you to connect the tour and a follow-up project with your interests or curriculum.
Reservation requests must be made at least four weeks in advance of the requested date.

Pre-K and Elementary: $10 per student
Middle, High School, and College: $15 per student
Includes tax

Virtual Art+
Following a virtual tour, you can enhance the museum experience through exhibition-inspired, hands-on activities. The
museum will be happy to work with you to connect the tour and a follow-up project with your interests or curriculum.
Reservation requests must be made at least four weeks in advance of the requested date.
Children ages 17 and under: additional $5 per student
College and adults, ages 17 and up: additional $10 per student
Includes tax

USCT Public Sculpture
Project, Boundless
Unveiling November 13, 2021

Cameron Art Museum was the site of the Battle of Forks Road, a Civil War
skirmish whose victory was won by the United States Colored Troops (USCT)
and led to the fall of Wilmington. Many of the over 2,000 African-American
soldiers who fought here were native to this area, and after the war, many of
them stayed to settle, raise their families, establish educational opportunities,
and build a thriving merchant class. Their impact is significant, yet their story is
virtually unknown.
Boundless, a life-size sculpture by artist Stephen Hayes, will be unveiled
November 13, 2021 with programming commemorating the story of the USCT.
The sculpture itself is fashioned from the cast features of 11 African American
men connected to the site and its story -- USCT descendants, reenactors,
veterans, and community leaders. The sculpture is connected deeply to the
community’s history, its present, and its future. Watch the casting process. Read
about the project in The New York Times
There will be ongoing field trips to the site throughout the year. For more
information, email education@cameronartmuseum.org

USCT Field Trips
Join CAM staff and docents for an interactive tour of the sculpture, an interactive
tour of Stephen Hayes’s exhibition, Voices of Future’s Past, and a reflective
writing and drawing lesson. Each tour will last an hour and a half. Prior to the
field trip to the museum, students will engage in a short virtual pre-lesson with
museum staff and will watch the Battle of Forks Road documentary
Teachers will be provided with arts integrated lesson plans to further
engagement with the history of the USCT. This project connects deeply with
core curriculum in Social Studies, Language Arts, and Art. These field trips will
help to generate pride in our community, curiosity in our local history, and begin
conversations across lines of difference, creating a fuller understanding of our
common history and our shared humanity. Students will have the opportunity
to experience art by Durham-born artist Stephen Hayes who teaches at Duke
University and is the winner of the 1858 Prize for Contemporary Southern Art.
He is known for his figurative work, specifically depicting the African American
experience. Hayes’s work has been featured at the National Cathedral, Winston
Salem State University, Duke University, CAM Raleigh, Rosa Parks Museum,
African American Museum of Philadelphia, and Harvey B. Gantt Center, among
others
Photo by the New York Times.
Pre-K and Elementary: $5 per student
Middle, High School, and College: $10 per student
Includes tax

The Soldier’s Uniform
A Sample from the USCT Public Sculpture
Lesson Plan Booklet
Objectives
Students will understand how the service of African Americans in the Civil War
changed their status as citizens.
Students will think about uniforms and their purpose in the service and in society.

Focus Questions
Were uniforms important for how African American soldiers were seen in
society?
Could the camera change the way the public felt about African American
soldiers?

Grade Levels
4-5

North Carolina Standard Course of Study
Social Studies
4.H.1.3 Explain how people, events, and developments brought about changes to
communities in various regions of North Carolina.
4.C & G.2.2 Give examples of rights and responsibilities of citizens according to
North Carolina Constitution.
4.G.1.4 Explain the impact of technology (communication, transportation, and
inventions) on North Carolina’s citizens, past and present.
5.H.2.3 Compare the changing roles of women and minorities on American
society from Pre-Colonial through Reconstruction.
EX.5.C & G.2 Understand the rights and responsibilities of citizens.

Visual Art
4.V.1.3 Infer meaning from art.
4.CX.1.4 Explain how place and time influence ideas, issues, and themes found in
art.
5.V.2.2 Use ideas and imagery from the global environment as sources for
creating art.

Vocabulary
Arts and Non-Arts: right, responsibility, uniform, enslaved, portrait, carte de visite,
mourning, leadership.

Materials
Unidentified African American Soldier in
Union infantry sergeant’s uniform and
black mourning ribbon with bayonet
in front of painted backdrop. United
States, None. [Between 1863 and 1865]
Photograph.
https://www.loc.gov/item/2012650006/

•
•
•
•
•

Pencil
Blank newsprint or roll paper
Tape
Flashlights
Tools for writing and coloring

Activities
1.

Ask students to begin with a free write on the word “uniform”. What is a uniform? Who wears a uniform? Why wear a
uniform? Are uniforms desirable? Would you wear a uniform? Why or why not? Discuss “uniform” as an adjective. Does
wearing a uniform help with uniform behavior? Does wearing a uniform affect uniform treatment?

2.

Have students look closely at images of the Boundless sculpture. Look carefully at their bodies, their clothing, and their
faces. Make a list of details that can be seen from head to toe on the figures, paying close attention to the uniforms.
How old are the men? What are they holding? Describe their posture; how are they holding their bodies? Did the
sculptor make any differences among the soldiers?
During the Civil War, as many as 5,000 African American joined the Union Army in North Carolina. The majority of the
recruits were escaping a life of enslavement. Since 1831, African Americans were not allowed by law to read or write.
Most recruits had been working in agriculture as laborers on farms and plantations, but they also worked in the pine
forest industry or on the coast in shipping and fishing. Military service not only allowed the, to help bring an end to
slavery, but also to open doors to new opportunities and to earn the rights of citizenship. In a letter from the 4th USCT,
we can get a glimpse of the transformation through service. A soldier recorded the words of a mother who welcomed
her son as he returned from war: “He had left his home a slave, but he returned in the garb of a Union soldier, free, a
man.” 1

3.

Have students research the different groups living in North Carolina before and after the Civil War. Divided into small
groups, students should examine the rights of the different populations before 1860 and after 1865. Students should
list the rights that were granted to citizens, and then consider how the Civil War did or did not change these right for
African Americans. Have students work in mixed groups to diagram the information for each population. Summarize
some of the big ideas.

4.

How could the advent of photography affect the lives of African American soldiers? Ask students to examine
the photograph of the Union soldier. Students will find similarities to the sculpture and they should also list new
observations made in the photograph. Explain that the photograph was a recent invention, and the carte de visite was
a more affordable type of photograph that made it possible for average people to have a portrait made and shared.
It was also a truthful image. Seeing a man in uniform - a man of any color - held some of the same meanings for the
public. Soldiers could send home an image to family, showing the uniform they wore in service for their country. What
were they fighting for? How were these images different from other way African Americans were portrayed at this
time? A photograph offered a very different image of African Americans from some of the illustrations that appeared in
publications of the era.

5.

Students will create portraits that embody the physical gesture of the soldiers in Boundless and display symbolically
ideas their service represented. Group students in trios. One student will serve as photographer and interviewer, one
as the assistant and one as the subject. The photographer should interview the subject to understand what the subject
wants in their image helping them to think about props, clothing, and symbols that will help convey that message. The
subject should assume the posture of the figures in the Boundless sculpture. Use a bright flashlight to project a shadow
on paper (using a hallway, door, or an open wall in the classroom). The photographer and assistant can work together
to trace the subject, and the group can take turns to do interviews and draw images. Each student should complete
their portrait with a detailed uniform. Students should consider what they have learned about the reasons African
Americans served in the Civil War, and the rights they earned by enlisting. Students might consider family, city, fellow
soldiers, or the nation when designing the uniform and backdrop for their image. Students can combine text from their
free write and key words from their research in completing their portraits.

Resources
African Americans Get the Vote in Eastern North Carolina
Life before the Civil War: Farms and Plantations
Antebellum North Carolina
What is a “carte de visite”? From the Art Gallery NSW
Davis-Marks, Isis, “The Black Soldiers of the Civil War: a new book by scholar Deborah Willis features more than 70
photos, as well as letters, jounral entries and posters.”
Uniforms Insignia and Flags

Visit our website for more lesson plans related to the USCT story, CAM’s collection, and well-known artists.
All of these lesson plans are free and tie in to core curriculum.

Fall 2021-Winter 2022
Exhibitions
The Shadow We Create
September 10, 2021 - January 31, 2022
The Shadow We Create raises questions about societal prescriptions, race,
servitude, fear, and the consequences of not speaking through compelling works
by artists Mary Bowron, Willie Cole, and Jan-Ru Wan. The exhibition is named after
Jan-Run Wan’s stunning work The Noise We Make and The Shadow We Create, an
assemblage of hundreds of rusted bells that have been coated with wax so that
they no longer make any sound. From The Beauties, Willie Cole’s full-scale original
prints made from crushed and hammered ironing boards, each named after a
woman from the artist’s family and cultural history, which simultaneously reference
domestic servitude, African masks, and slave ships, to Bowron’s Silent Witness
Series, whose haunting androgynous ceramic heads with no mouths address the
fear of speaking the truth in the midst of racial tension and unease, this exhibition
asks the viewer to contemplate the ways in which we have been forced into
silence and how we can break this cycle of silence through expression.

Pinkie’s Memories
September 10, 2021 - January 31, 2022
North Carolina artist Pinkie Strother re-creates her childhood memories of
growing up the fourth of nine siblings in rural Maryland in the 1950s and 1960s
through mixed media dioramas. These miniature buildings and rooms on a 1” scale
offer a connection to the past through the recreation of the houses, churches,
schools, and libraries of Pinkie’s memories. Pinkie Strother received formal training
in art from Bowie State University where she studied to become a teacher and a
MFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art.

Illumination 2021
November 27, 2021 - January 9, 2022
Art helps us to process collective trauma and find hope – and light – in darkness.
Experience hope and light in this annual exhibition of artist-made lanterns for the
holiday season.

Stephen Hayes: Voices of Future’s Past
November 12, 2021 - March 20, 2022
Born in Durham, North Carolina, Stephen Hayes is the 2020 recipient of the 1858
Contemporary Southern Art Prize. Hayes is a creator who works with a variety of
mediums – sculpture, casting, knitting, woodcuts, video, and audio – to explore
issues of race and economics in the United States. Hayes writes, “Like the works
of contemporary American artist such as Willie Cole or Radcliffe Bailey, my work
centers around finding beauty and understanding between myself, as a black
male artist, and the nature of the object. My work fuses the past and the present,
generally based on sociocultural and economic themes, highlighting American
history as it relates to race, identity, and stereotypes in the areas of capitalism,
commodification of beings, and the subsequent effects of cultural representation.”

My Michelle by Leatha Koefler, Illumination 2019

Coming Soon
Confluence
January 21 - May 2022 (TBD)
In this exhibition, the Algae Society works across multiple scales and boundaries,
bridging the worlds of art and science to explore themes surrounding
conservation and our coastal environment. This installation will be experiential
and interactive by nature and features both indoor and outdoor components
exploring local ecology and the data that we can translate from it.

Twenty Years
February 24, 2022 - October 2022
Twenty Years looks back at some of Cameron Art Museum’s most memorable
exhibitions since its opening in 2001. Exhibition features the work of Alonzo
Wilson, James Grashow, Donald Sultan, and more.

State of the Art / Art of the State
April 10, 2022 - TBD
Let’s bring the North Carolina art community together in a big way. State of the
Art/ Art of the State invites all artists currently living in, or native to, the state
of North Carolina to bring a single work of art to be installed in the museum,
delivering the work within 24-hour period from 10 AM April 10 to 10 AM April 11.
The resulting exhibition is a celebration of the creativity of our state

Diane Landry (Canadian, b. 1958), Flying School, c. 2000. Photo © Diane Landry

Image by Flow ILM for the April 24, 2021, Earth Day
performance

CameronArtMuseum.org
3201 South 17th Street
Wilmington, NC 28412
(910) 395-5999
Cameron Art Museum is
the premier art museum
for southeastern North
Carolina. CAM presents six
to eight exhibitions annually;
monthly family and children’s
programs (Kids@CAM); weekly
interdisciplinary programs
(lectures, music, literature,
dance); ongoing workshops
and classes in all artistic genres
in the Museum School; and the
Connections program for those
with Alzheimer’s disease or
disability and their caregivers.

Hours:
Tuesday-Sunday: 10 AM - 5 PM
Thursdays: Open late until 9 PM
Closed Mondays and holidays

Join us online and
#ConnectwithCAM

Schedule Your
Visit Today
Please make reservation requests for virtual tours at least two weeks in
advance of the requested date. Visual Art+ must be made four weeks
in advance. Please provide at least 48 hours notice before your tour for
cancellations
Please provide the following information when reserving your tour:
• Type of tour you are requesting
• Contact person, phone number, and email address
• Number of people in your party
• Age range/Grade level
• Two dates and times that you would like for your tour
• Any special requests regarding your tour (duration, specific focus, etc.)
• Number of chaperones (for Kindergarten and under, 1 chaperone per 5
students is admitted free of charge. For children 1st-12th, 1 chaperone per
10 students is admitted free of charge)
Schedule a tour by contacting Georgia Mastroieni, Director of Youth and
Family Education, at (910) 395-5999 ext. 1019 or email
education@cameronartmuseum.org.

